GLP podcast and video: Ice cream cuts obesity risk? Anti-vaccine study retracted; If you’re afraid of chemicals, quit drinking alcohol

Could ice cream reduce your risk of diabetes and obesity? A surprising amount of evidence supports that hypothesis. How do we make sense of the data? A study claiming that the COVID vaccines have caused 278,000 deaths has been retracted. How did a paper chock-full of mistakes get published in the first place? Many consumers are afraid of trace chemicals in their food; they also routinely drink alcohol, a documented carcinogen. Why are people so bad at assessing the risks they face?

Podcast:

Video

Join guest host Dr. Liza Dunn and GLP contributor Cameron English on episode 215 of Science Facts and Fallacies as they break down these latest news stories:

- **Could ice cream be good for your health?**

Multiple studies over the last several decades have suggested that eating yogurt can reduce your risk of obesity and diabetes. Oddly, similar evidence indicates that ice cream may also confer the same health benefits. The medical community has reacted very differently to the data surrounding these two foods. The potential health benefits of yogurt were trumpeted in the headlines ad nauseam, while the upside of eating a little ice cream daily was quietly sidelined. Why the divergent reactions? Do yogurt and ice cream really reduce diabetes and obesity risk, or should we approach these claims with skepticism?

- **Anti-vaxxers based their rejectionism on a study claiming COVID shots caused excessive deaths. Now it’s been retracted**

In January 2023, Michigan State University economist Mark Skidmor published a study alleging that nearly 300,000 people may have died as a result of getting vaccinated against COVID-19. The paper attracted fierce criticism following its publication and was finally retracted in April. Critics said Skidmor’s study was fundamentally flawed because he inappropriately extrapolated from a survey of just under 3,000 people to make substantial and alarming claims about the safety of widely used vaccines. The question is, why was such a flawed paper published in the first place?
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- **Viewpoint: People spread chemophobic drivel about ‘dangerous chemicals’ that science says are safe as used — then continue to drink alcohol**
Are you worried about BPA in your food containers and receipt paper, or pesticides in your fruits and veggies? If so, you should stop drinking alcohol immediately. The reason is pretty simple. Although there is very little evidence to justify fears about the trace amounts of chemicals we’re exposed to every day, there is a lot of evidence indicating that alcohol, consumed in high enough doses for an extended period, can cause a variety of cancers. This observation nicely illustrates an important point about public health: people are generally very bad at assessing the risks they face. Why is that?
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